Ario Caves Project (ACP) Expedition - 2013
SUI Report
Picos de Europa, Spain

Pozu’l Hitu - Name in Asturian
Pozu’l Xitu - Name in Spanish
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Section 1: Introduction
Background
Oxford University Caving Club have been exploring the Picos de Europa in Northern Spain for fiftyone years. Since 1979 the exploration has been centred on the Ario bowl area. Xitu was the first cave
to be discovered in the area, which over the next 3 years was pushed to a terminal sump at a final
depth of -1135m, at the time the deepest cave in the world explored by a British team.
Before this year, the expedition was organised and run by OUCC. However, over recent years due to
a drop in members, it is becoming more difficult for a student club to run an expedition at this level.
At the end of the 2012 expedition it was decided by all club members, young and new, to open up
the expedition to non-OUCC members in an attempt to rejuvenate the exploration. From this the
Ario Caves Project (ACP) was born.
This year the Ario Caves Project was organised by an Irish Caver, Steph Dwyer. Therefore this was
the perfect opportunity for a group of Irish students and graduates to head on the expedition. It
would give us the opportunity to learn the skills and challenges associated with an expedition of this
scale, such as surveying, expedition rigging and underground camping.

Aims
The main aims of the expedition were:
1. To re-rig Xitu to its terminal sump at -1135m.
2. To establish a large sustainable camp underground. This would allow multiple groups to
explore the cave simultaneously.
3. To investigate all possible leads within Xitu. The hope is to find a tributary off the main cave
which would offer a backdoor into the lower reaches of the 2/7 system. Potential leads that
we were hoping to push during the expedition included:
a. The Gap
b. William’s Bit
c. Teresa Series
d. El Puritan
e. Ferdies Delight Area
f. Chunder Pot
g. Cross rifts below -1000m
h. The tube over the terminal sump
4. To photograph the cave.
5. To continue surface prospecting and investigate any leads that may lead to the wider goal of
finding and pushing the master system.
6. Conservation; to remove old rope, rubbish and spent carbide from the cave and to bring it
off the hill.
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Expedition Members
Irish crew
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

James Armstrong
Richard Cole (Treasurer)
Claire Dunphy
Gaelan Elliffe
Jack Healy
Orla Hennebry
Eabha Lankford (Equipment officer)
Brian McGavin (Secretary)
Shane McKinley (Logistics co-ordinator)
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●
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Tom Clayton
Paul Dummer
Tiggy Dummer
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Ian Holmes (Surveying co-ordinator)
Eric Klaebo
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Vicky Lim
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Ursula Collie
Tony Seddon
Fleur Loveridge
Mike Bottomley
Andrew Marwood Mawer (Medical officer)
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Section 2: From Ireland to Asturias
Preparation
A few weeks before the expedition, a number of Irish expedition members were over in Yorkshire,
and assisted with the preparation of gear.
All new ACP stuff was sorted in Yorkshire whilst the older expedition gear (stoves, rigging gear,
and sleeping bags) was put together in Oxford at the OUCC by Éabha Lankford. Much of the nonperishable food, as well as first aid equipment and rope was sent to Steph Dwyer’s house, and then
forwarded to the Bradford Pothole Club to be sorted by Emi, Brian and Shane.
Preparing the rope was one of the main areas concentrated on. The rope was sponsored by
Heightec, and as such was access rope which had either been used or where the core hadn’t fully
fused. The rope had to be treated by pulling it through the rope washer a couple of times, and
then pulling it through a stop descender. This was all done outdoors, during the middle of the most
glorious weather ever seen in Yorkshire. The ropes with lose sheath were pulled through the stops
three times, and by the time they were done they felt plenty sturdy.
A massive army surplus cargo parachute was donated, to be used as an outer shelter for
underground camps. Shane and Brian planned out the shape first and then cut the chute to size.
It was decided to put the tents together before the expedition to make it as easy as possible to
assemble them in the cave. Cable ties were this expeditions best friends, as the material was
entirely held together with them. Thin blue aqualay was used as a ground mat for the whole
camp. The camp was packed such that each bag contained the components of camps ‘Cuppanagh’
and ‘Purgatory’, i.e. the folded parachute material ready to go, the aqualay and the tent inners.

Above Left: The parachute fully laid out enveloped the entire car park
Above Right: The roof of the tent before the sides were cut to size

When food arrived it was a joint effort to sort it out into boxes. Avelina had the great idea to put the
things we’d need up the hill first separately in Tupperware boxes to be taken on the first carry.
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Special care was taken with the preparation of the food for those with special dietary requirements.
The food was bought in Yorkshire before the expedition and stayed in the van until the person who
required it arrived. This saved us from the nightmare of trying to buy gluten free food in a Spanish
supermarket.
Gaelan, Brian and Emi constructed mini comfort kits, with the idea that each individual caving group
would carry one to supplement their own first aid kit and decrease the amount each individual
would have to carry. Comfort kits included a storm shelter, twine, paperclips, candles, and tampons.
The last thing to do was to cram the van with all the stuff.

The Journey
Getting the rather large volume and mass of gear to Spain and up the
mountains to Ario was done with the help of Rowans van with Shane
and Steph driving. Shane, Brian and Emi travelled with the van to
Oxford to collect the rest of the gear from the OUCC hut. OUCC
provided us with rigging gear, buffalo bags arctic sleeping bags and 3
huge ammo boxes full of dried food, mornflakes and beans and more
mornflakes.
We lounged around in Oxford for the day, waiting for Richard, Gaelan and Steph to arrive in
Richard’s car. Memorable parts of the day included ice cream, ants, sun and architecture. Upon our
arrival back to the van it was found to be blocked in by a Porsche 911. The other lads arrived and the
road trip began, but not before a bit of the usual faff. First stop
on the journey was Dover.
We arrived early, 11pm, this was not a problem as the port
allowed us on the earlier boat (this seems to be a normal
occurrence). Security was not an issue either.
We arrived in France at about 2am, with a map and a rough idea of going south, no GPS and minimal
French. The van set off to find diesel as it is considerably cheaper in France then in the UK. A fuel
station off of the motorway was found, as again, this is cheaper. The first fuel station was out of
order, a rather helpful but wary French lady was tailed around Calais to all the late night automatic
fuel stations and on the third time we were lucky.
The route was chosen:
A16 -> A28 to Rouen (we had a problem with diversions here, good navigation by Éabha
●
and Steph saw the van through the long day ahead)
A28 -> A28 past Le Mans to Tours
●
A28 -> A10 to Poiters
●
A10 -> N10 from Poiters past Angouleme (skip tolls)
●
N10 -> A63 after rejoin motorway at Bordeaux
●
A63 -> AP-8 past Bayonne and on to Spain
●
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San Sebastián for dinner (the bus driver at the traffic lights pointed us in the right
●
direction)
AP-8 -> A-8 Past Bilbao (about 10pm, this was epic as it was dark and when we exited
●
one of the tunnels there was an oil refinery. The tunnel framed a huge flame, which looked like
a scene from the beginning of Blade Runner. Continuing along the A-8 there was a large firework
display)
Find the turn for Matienzo
●
We stayed the night in Matienzo as a small but essential piece of equipment had to be picked up.
The next morning was the final leg of the driving.
-> A-8 to Santander (obligatory visit to Decathalon)
●
A-8 -> N-634 to Cangas de Onís
●
●
Up the mountain to the car park where the van would sit for the next couple of
weeks.
To the right is a map showing the route from Ireland to our final
destination in Spain.
When we arrived we met up with Xesús Manteca, the
representative of local Asturian cavers, for permits etc. He stayed
with us the first 2 nights to help carry, which we were very
grateful for. Axel and Rowan were already in Spain and had gotten
to know the route from the car park to the Refugio.

Timetable of Irish Attendance
Name
Éabha Lankford
Richard Cole
Brian McGavin
Emi Prior
Gaelan Elliffe
Shane McKinley *
Steph Dwyer
James Armstrong
Claire Dunphy
Orla Hennebry
Jack Healy

Arrival
29/06/2013
29/06/2013
29/06/2013
29/06/2013
29/06/2013
29/06/2013
29/06/2013
02/07/2013
10/07/2013
10/07/2013
11/07/2013

Departure
03/08/2013
03/08/2013
03/08/2013
03/08/2013
03/08/2013
03/08/2013
23/07/2013
16/07/2013
25/07/2013
25/07/2013
03/08/2013

*Shane left in the middle of the expedition for 2 weeks to visit friends in France and Switzerland, but
returned at the end to help with carrying gear and driving.
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Section 3: Surface Logistics
Map
From the car park it was an average 3 hour strenuous uphill hike (approx. 7km) to the Refugio.

Map Legend
Access to the car park lake Ercina
Lake Ercina
The Veguina
The Bazu
Views on the left of Collado "The Texa" (1262 m.) And "Pico Llucía" (1338 m.)
Waterfront "Pico Brañas Sotres" (1335 m.) Is skirted to the right
Leave behind the "Pico Brañas Sotres". To the right is the "Pico Cantu Ceñal" (1453 m.)
And "Jaedo the Osu"
8. The Bobias
9. Redondiella
10. To the right is "Piedra Llana" (1438 m.) And in the background the "Pico de Onis Joulagua"
(1788 m.)
11. Combéu. Front is the "Llanu the Jitos (1448 m.)
12. To the right is "Heads of Fountains" (1480 m.)
13. "Porru Mosquital" (1582 m.) Left
14. Turning "The Campizas" fork in "The Abedulas" to the right
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
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15. On the left is "Head Form (1717 m.)
16. "Collado Jito"
17. Arrival at Refugio Marqués de Villaviciosa (Vega de Ario)

Transportation of Gear
The first time we carried gear up the mountain (this task is known as a carry) was done for our own
personal gear, Avelina’s Tupperware essentials and all the documentation for the expedition. On day
two we carried up personal caving gear and food/stove/fuel and the first lengths of rope.
After day two the emphasis was on bringing up gear needed to rig the cave; rope, rigging gear and
drills. Camp Cuppanagh, which was to be the camp at -550m, was brought up on day three. Once
the rigging gear was up, the camp supplies were focused on.
Carries were aimed to be done early, so that we were coming up the hill fully laden before 2-3
o’clock, the hottest part of the day. Evening carries happened from 4 onwards, aiming to be back up,
or at least halfway up Sod 4 by the time it got dark. Many people have gotten lost at the bottom of
the last steep hill in the dark, including the venerable expedition leader.
Essential to the carry was the spring, Las Bobias, which situated about a third of the way up. It was
the usual refill spot for water bottles, or to replace the water that had already gotten too hot from
the walk down and back up to there.

Surface camp
ACP had rented a large dorm in Refugio Marques de Villeviciosa, in Vega de Ario. However this was
just for sleeping, and seeing as the expedition had our own stove and were doing our own cooking
we were kindly given 2 marquee style tents to store gear and use as a base. These were pitched
beside the Refugio. One was used to store food and expensive expedition gear and solar chargers.
The other was the cooking tent, where we kept the stove, plates, knives, forks, and spoons and had a
nice spice rack with various condiments. This tent, the larger of the two, quickly became the hangout
spot, in and around this tent was the expedition centre.
Beside the tents was a large boulder, and with a few short rope lengths, a tarpaulin cover was made.
This is where we stored personal gear and spare exped tackle bags and comfort kits. The dorm was
simply too small to hold it, and the Refugio staff - Laura, Ignacio and Roberto - didn’t want us coming
in and out of the hostel during the day for every little thing.
Much of the gear for the surface camp was already in Spain, and had been stored just inside the cave
entrance, down the 1st (10m) pitch and in the small day lit chamber beneath. Everyday things such as
washbasins, pots, pans, plates, bowls, cutlery, water containers and 2 large drums had been kept in
the entrance under tarps from the previous year. On the first day the cave was rigged, Emi followed
after to start ferrying the gear up the first pitch and back to camp. Larger stuff was taken out by the
three people who’d been rigging down upon their return.
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Everything in the cave was washed with boiling water before use, because with no lavatory, Vega de
Ario isn’t the best place to get the runs. The ‘toilet pot’ 15/5 is a 10 minute walk.
Due to the amount of gear present at camp, there had to be at least one person present at all times
to:
1. Make sure nothing wandered off
2. Make sure cows didn’t eat the tents
3. Make sure cows didn’t knock over tents (this was not achieved)
4. Cook
5. Look after comms
6. Keep callouts
Every day a camp leader was picked to be in charge. Their jobs were the above and to generally
make sure camp was kept neat and tidy, no huge stacks of unwashed dishes or left over food out for
animals to get at. By the end of the expedition, all the non-vegetarians were looking at the chickens
with both hunger and hatred.
We also had to make sure the fridge stayed cold. The ‘fridge’ was one of the large buckets taken
out of the cave, and it was kept cold by constantly refilling it with snow from the surrounding snow
bank. Chorizo, cheese and veg were kept in there to stay fresh. The camp leader had to also make
sure there was food waiting for people coming out of the cave, no matter the time and to cajole,
annoy and nag people who had been on trips to write accounts in the expedition logbook.

Waste Management
Due to build-up of rubbish, it was agreed that people going down to bring stuff up had to bring 1
rubbish bag with them, no matter how empty. The presence of rubbish bags hanging around had
started to attract more flies than there had been before.

Shopping
On shopping trips, generally 2 people went down with 1 driver to go to Cangas and get provisions.
What was generally gotten on shops was 2 massive wheels of cheese, fresh veg, Nutella, tea, bread,
chorizo and Spain’s finest Don Simon red wine in a carton. Shopping trips were coordinated, as much
as was possible, to coincide with new arrivals, so that they could be collected from Arriondas or
Cangas and get a lift with them to Lago Ercina. Generally a couple of people would come down off
the mountain while the shopping trip was gone to help carry the provisions back up. (This definitely
wasn’t an excuse to spend a lazy afternoon at Restaurant Maria Rosa sipping beer).
Callouts were initially kept on a small whiteboard in the Refugio’s common room/dining room, as
suggested by Axel. This way each group could easily be erased as they returned, however this never
really took off, as very little time was spent in there, instead we were at the tents all the time.
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This then changed so that callouts were written in the back of the logbook, and upon return, the
person/group returning would cross off their names so we knew they were out when checking the
callouts the next day as people often came out of the cave at 3am, long after everyone was in bed.

Section 4: The Cave
Description of cave
Pozu’l Xitu is situated in the Ario Bowl and is part of the deepest cave system known in the Western
Massif of the Picos de Europa National Park. The cave is very close to the Ario Refugio and is easily
accessible from the path. The cave is mostly composed of Montaña limestone which features
in nearly all the caves in the region. The cave has been dye traced to Cueva Culiembro (fuente
Culiembro) resurgence in the Cares Gorge.
Pozu’l Xitu was first explored by Oxford University caving club in July 1979. They named the cave
after a view point which stands right next to it. To keep with local tradition this cave was translated
into Spanish hence the name Pozu’l Xitu. Members of the Oxford University caving club have
explored this cave to a depth of over 1100 metres and surveyed over 6000 metres of passage until
the cave ended in a sump at -1148 metres.

Setup of underground camp
There were 2 underground camps, Underground Camp 1, or Camp Cuppanagh as it was
affectionately called, and Underground Camp 2 or Purgatory as it was less affectionately called.
Both camps consisted of tents made from cargo parachute material and lots of cable ties suspended
from the ceiling with 6 anchor points. It was floored out with cheap closed cell expanded foam mats
for insulation and heavy builders damp proofing as a top layer.
Sleeping took place in the tent inners hanging within the main tent. Sleeping bags were two season
bags inside buffalo bags inside army bivi bags on thermarests. Cooking facilities were provided by
means of MSR stoves fuelled by petrol.

Camp 1 - Cuppanagh
Setting up the tent in Camp 1 was a matter of selecting and arranging a “flat” floor space. Then
eyeing up where the apex of the roof would be over the floor and driving some anchors. The apex
was then hung loosely. 4 more anchor points were selected for the hanging the outer ridges. Then
all rigging was tightened to produce a very spacious and dry dwelling. Camp 1 communicated with
the surface at set times of the day via a Nicola Phone. It was a heavy two day slog to carry all the
equipment for Camp 1. But the hard work, some planning and preparation produced comfortable
accommodation, if a little uneven, 650m underground. There was space to sleep around 8 people
comfortably with ample room to cook, eat, drink and chat.

Camp 2 - Purgatory
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Camp 2 was carried down to the proposed location, a sandpit just above Chunder Pot, but not set
up as it was decided that Camp 1 was a reasonable base for exploring deeper into the cave. The
parachute material remains at the location to possibly be used next year. It was actually used once,
by Richard and Éabha on a derigging trip, for a much-needed 3am nap. The proposed location would
have only have slept about three people, and would have not been nearly as lavish a facility as Camp
Cuppanagh.

Communications
For underground communications, a Nicola phone was used. This took a few days to set up, as the
orientation of the poles was trial and error, but eventually we got communication (comms) with
underground camp with the perseverance of Richard Cole on the surface. When a group went in, a
comms time would be agreed for them to check in above ground. There were 2 comms a day, once
in the morning, once in the evening. It was found that there was no audio at all in the evening before
about midnight, which was assumed to be because the ground was still too dry. Morning comms
were generally crystal clear, due to overnight condensation.
Any change to comms time was told over comms, and next comms was always confirmed with every
call. Comms was used to monitor provisions at camp, so that next group could bring down what was
needed, also to know movements and positions of people within the cave.
Over ground comms had the following pattern:
● Weather report
● Request if provisions needed
● Number and eta of new arrivals to camp
● Request to know who was leaving cave, if any, and eta
● Request to know who was doing what exploration
● Optional song, which became less optional after a few weeks.
Callouts were often extended via comms, if someone decide to stay an extra night and go and push
a deeper lead, their callout would be extended and the new entry would be put in the logbook with
their name crossed off the old callout. Callout exceptions were a mutual agreement with camp in the
case that if a callout were missed after heavy rain, rescue team from surface wouldn’t be initiated.
This is due to the nature of Pozu del Xitu it doesn’t flash dangerously, however some sections could
take far longer or pitches take a lot longer to do due to heavy water flow.
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Section 5: Notable Discoveries from expedition 2013
Survey highlighting leads explored

The Crystal Maze
Axel and a few others were looking for Snow Castle in order to photograph it. They found a few
possibilities but never found it. However, it was on one of these searches that a passage known as
the crystal maze was discovered.
To get to this chamber from the main passageway, follow the Teresa series, and look for a large
flowstone on the left just after the big slope with the handline. Then climb up the flowstones using
the handline at about 5m. Emi and Shane set off one day to see if we could rig up the flow stone.
Shane climbed the flow stone as Emi life lined (although, Shane feels this line was only a
psychological crutch as it was a couple of lengths of static tatty rope and some slings tied together).
Emi waited patiently as Shane bolted a hand line so he could get back down again. Shane had a
quick explore at the top of the climb but left a pretty and untouched passage un-explored. Emi and
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Shane exited the cave to much delight.
The last part of the climb is very exposed with no line. Once up on the ledge, there are several tight
climbs further up which quickly close off, but a small chamber can be found on the left. Your SRT
kit should be taken off at this point. Crawl straight ahead through the chamber following the strong
draft into a tight crawl for about 10m. The crawl dips, and the walls and floor become covered in
shimmering crystals which appear untouched. They are very painful to crawl on. You then come to
a very pretty chamber with many thick stalactites studded with crystals. (This is where Jeff’s photos
are taken) The crawl goes for a couple of metres beyond the chamber and then gets too tight. As the
formations are very delicate, it isn’t recommend that large numbers of people visit this chamber.
Reading accounts and looking at the surveys from previous expeditions, it was concluded that this
was not actually Snow Castle and was given the name Crystal Maze.

Exploration from the Teresa series to the Gap
Andrew Wright (APW) and Avelina Wright (AW) explored any possible leads from the Gap to the
start of the Teresa Series (as if exiting the cave, so all descriptions are to be read as such). They
found a number of fascinating leads which are described in great detail by Andrew below.

The Gap lead (as initially explored in 2012)
The rope immediately above the head of the pitch of the Gap was ascended then a traverse line
followed and next rope descended by APW. AW descended the usual Gap pitch some way in order
to light the roof of the chamber for APW to gain a better view. APW continued as far as he felt
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comfortable, but with no rope or bolting kit, no further rigging was put in place. However, neither of
us could see an obvious way on across the chamber, despite both our lights being on full power.
If further exploration is considered a viable potential by others, it may be easier to descend the Gap
and bolt climb on the far side of the chamber with a car headlight!
At the top of the in situ rope we ascended, we also followed the passage/rift back towards the
Teresa series at the high level. This reaches an inlet which looks climbable, but very wet. It looks
like it might go, but it would initially be quite tight. This inlet is the same that people drink from as it
drops further down and lands near the top of the pitch of the Gap.

Hole in floor a little way back from the Gap
AW descended a 2m climb with a little water, crawled to the right and popped out a little way down
the Gap pitch.

Climbs to left of passage between the Gap and Servicio
APW tried several climbs and ground which seemed undisturbed, but no promising leads were
found.

The U-bend (the hole beneath the pitch at Servicio)
AW climbed down the small hole in the floor near to the bottom of the pitch, containing a carbide
dump and rusty sardine tins. The hole spiralled downwards and then led to a crawl, in which some
conglomerates had to be removed to get through. This then led to a very small chamber of 2m x
2m. A crawl led off into a completely different direction to the main passage up above. However,
although it looked as though most of the crawl would be passable, an initial obstacle would require
some persuasion with a hammer first! Given the proximity to the main passage, it would at least be
worth popping in to survey the direction the passage is going to.

Passage from Servicio to next small pitch (name unknown)
Nothing much found, there was a small hole, but it was choked.

Avelina's Bit
From the start of the pitch, you traverse along where the normal route takes a right turn and then
immediately a left turn to the start of the Teresa series. Then you take a right turn where there is an
obvious option to go straight on. We assumed someone must have been there before, so did not go
straight on, but it may be worth having a look in the future.
Instead, we took the initial right turn, but not the left. We carried straight on which led to a climb
into a tight rift, at the top of which you can crawl reasonably comfortably. The crawl was maybe 15m
long and passed a mud choked passage on the left. It continued, sometimes rather tightly. There was
white, foam formations which reminded me of squirty cream/meringue sadly had to be crawled over
to continue. Clearly no one else had been here before as this damage was completely unavoidable.
This crawl was rather drafty! AW then popped out into a spacious rift. This was spacious for perhaps
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15m before tightening at both ends, although it was rather tall, perhaps 10m. It may be wide enough
to squeeze through at the top if it is been possible to climb up to it. There was also a pitch of maybe
7/8m with a trickle of water. No obvious way on was visible from above, but without a rope, we
were unable to explore any further.

Avelina's tunnel
On the return from the exploration of Avelina's bit and on reaching the bottom of the climb back
to the main passage just before the Teresa Series, there is a little tunnel at floor level going off to
the left. It had a lovely draft coming from it. It is a sandy crawl with an uninviting pool which looked
rather damp! APW's tummy ruled out AW's further exploration...obviously not due to APW's tummy
size, only due to its emptiness!

Start of Teresa Series
No further leads were searched for due to APW's raging hunger, but we did attempt to find
Snowcastle. Following the first sandy crawl when entering the Teresa Series on the way out, we
reached a sandy chamber and ascended the slippery, sandy climb to the right of the chamber,
which corresponds with the survey and looked reasonably well travelled. At the top of the slope we
traversed over a big bolder to cross the main passage below. We then climbed up and up, through
a small hole into a large chamber. A further separate chamber was reached by turning right instead
of going through the small hole, this chamber being fairly well decorated and had a few options to
explore, none of which seemed to lead to Snowcastle.

El Puritan
(from point of view of Éabha)
The El Puritan lead was located off the main chamber at the bottom of Flat Iron. On day 1 of a 5 day
camping trip Ian Homes and I expressed interest in exploring this lead, it was late in the evening
and we had entered the cave around midday arriving at camp in early evening. After a hot meal and
some discussion in camp, Ian and I opted to have a quick look at the lead. The fact that it may offer a
connection to 2/7 at a lower depth made it an enticing prospect. It was also so close to camp which
would make exploration much easier. The reports of this lead mentioned that it ended in a 3 way
junction. Entry to El Puritan lay at the bottom of flat Iron shaft in the far corner. An initial scramble
up some unstable boulders brought us to a high level passage. Through a gap in some boulders on
the floor there was a rope in situ rigged from naturals, the naturals didn’t look all that secure so Ian
placed a hand bolt on the wall of clean limestone.
The pitch itself was a tight rift passage approximately 7m in length. At the bottom of this pitch and
to the right led to the top of a spacious pitch head. A 10m pitch was below with a slope upwards
to the right which could be seen with a high level passage leading off. Discarded boulders straight
ahead suggested another passage at the bottom of the pitch. This had also been rigged and the gear
left in situ. However the bolts were very old and could be easily removed with your hand and the
threads of the maillons were completely gone (I’d never seen a maillon in such a state so I put one in
my pocket as a souvenir knowing it couldn’t possibly be used by anyone).
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The pitch was almost completely vertical with a slight incline at the first few meters. When Ian, far
more experienced than myself decided that we would need to re-bolt this in order to make it safe I
was in agreement, so the decision was made to return with a drill as all we had brought with us was
a hand bolt kit. At this point we hadn’t gained much progress in terms of distance and we hadn’t
even reached the end point of the previous explorers, but we’d made the route safer and knew what
we needed on the next trip. Around 2-3 hours had elapsed by the time we discussed possible bolting
routes and we heading back to camp.
The following days were spent looking for leads at a greater depth into the cave. So it was not until
day 4 of this trip that Ian and I returned to El Puritan. This time we had a drill, several batteries, and
sufficient rigging gear for a few pitches. I was very inexperienced with bolting, having put in 2 hand
bolts before in Clare and 2 concrete screws in Largy the previous summer, which was about the
extent of my bolting experience.
I expressed my interest to place a bolt or two so I could learn and Ian kindly offered since it was just
the two of us (and there was no one else around getting cold) he was happy to let me place all the
bolts under his guidance and instruction. In terms of technical skills learned on the expedition this
was my most productive day of learning. The existing position for the bolts wasn’t great and a rope
protector had been left in. I placed two bolts for a Y-hang and another further down for a re-belay.
After reaching the bottom another rope ascending upward on an inclined slope was already in situ.
We ascended this, to our horror when we reached the top we realised it had been rigged to just one
contact point, a large bolder sitting on top of an unstable floor. I placed another bolt in the wall so
this would be the pitch’s primary contact point and still used the bolder as back up.
At the top of the pitch we were in a roomy chamber. A climb led up to a ledge, it was manageable
but we placed a bolt and put in a short length of rope as a descending hand line. From here in the
left corner a rift passage there was a false floor at parts about twice my body width which offered a
further lead off. We both continued down this meandering passage. A false roof appeared above our
heads and a window off to the side offered an exit route and entry into parallel rift. After entering
through the ‘window’ we arrived in a little chamber with a closed aven. Continuing down the
passage we arrived at a 2 way junction, the options were to go down or across a bold step. Another
bolt was placed and we continued across.
We didn’t have to go much further before coming to another drop, this time a substantial drop. In
front of us there seemed to be two possible ways on. There appeared to be high level rift at either
side. To the left around a corner a high level passage with a false floor could be seen, the other way
appeared to become too narrow. To access either lead about 10 bolts would be needed to traverse
around (because no floor) before reaching the point at which there was a potential floor (false).
Uncertain if we had enough bolts we decided to have a look at the other routes before attempting
this. These routes matched the 3 way junction described by previous explorers. But before we left
we flung a few boulders down the gaping hole which took a few seconds before making a load
crash. We knew it was likely that we were above the stream level at some point, but we didn’t know
where.
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The rift with the false floor was an exciting prospect, although not an easy bolting endeavour. On
the way back we climbed up the sloping floor on the side of the passage and arrived in a high level
passage with no footprints, it was evident no one had been here before, but it didn’t offer a way on.
We returned to the point at which we had crossed a bold step of sorts which we had rigged, we then
decided to rig downward. There was no sign of any bolts placed at the point which would indicate
a previous descent. Ian rigged this one as it was only 8mm exploration rope we had left so he was
more confident with this, placing a natural deviation on the way down. I followed him down and it
lead to a chamber.
A passage could be followed which was directly under the passage we had taken to the 3 point
junction. It was tighter at this level but lead to the same point. We decided the prospects weren’t
any better down here so we headed back up to the top of this pitch. We noticed a spit in a peculiar
position from a previous exploration. There was now nothing else we could do here without more
bolts to take on the job of bolting a traverse at the final lead.
We then headed back towards camp, with the intention of taking a last look at the bottom of the
two pitches (the point where we went down then up again) where boulders lay in the floor. Maybe
this would lead to an easier route into the El Puritan Lead and so it did. After scrambling under some
boulders on hands and knees for a metre or two, there was a downwards pitch which we rigged.
Unfortunately or fortunately (depending on how you look at it) this brought us right into the ‘poo
sanctuary’, the toilet area a lot closer to camp than the entry we took. Back at camp we heard from
the new arrivals that came down that day that they had heard the clamour of the boulders we had
been tossing from pitch head. So we weren’t that far from camp after all. The pitch leads back into
camp. The high traverse still had prospects but the danger of causing a collapse onto camp wasn’t
worth it so it was decided to leave that open for the time being until all other leads with better
prospects were explored.

Sli na Siofra
Sli na Siofra is one of the new discoveries made on this year’s expedition, which was initially found
by Steph and Gaelan. One night they were searching meticulously for any new passages leading off
the main line of the cave. They started in the Cheese grater and looked high and low from there until
they came across this new find. Much virgin cave, some of which was spectacularly decorated was
found but nothing that wasn’t a higher level of essentially the same fault was found until they got to
the stream way again below the Emerald Lake traverse.
There they found Sli na Siofra, which is a vertical inlet leading off the main stream way of the cave,
just downstream of the Emerald Lake traverse. It was pushed due to the large quantity of water
coming from it, especially in comparison to the main stream way. The inlet seemed to be leading
up and up ending in a small wet squeeze which popped out into a large aven. The next day Jeff,
Vicky, Jack and Richard returned to assess the potential lead. They rigged a handline where it was
needed and assessing the aven. They rigged a handline, took photographs to record the climb, but
on reaching the aven realised it would have to be bolt climbed, meaning another trip would have to
be taken.
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A few days later, Claire returned to the lead with Emma and survey gear and surveyed as far as the
small wet squeeze. By this stage they were pretty wet and miserable, and decided that was enough
for one day’s work.
The free climbable section ascended 75m above the stream way. The small squeeze was enlarged
on various trips and engineered so that by the time Richard and Ross arrived there, Richard could fit
through and only one arm got wet on the way. They bolt climbed the aven for 14 metres and using a
disto it was estimated there was another 15 metres to go to the top of the aven where a significant
quantity of water appeared to enter horizontally. This is worth going back to finish the climb next
year but is unlikely to provide the connection to 2/7 that was being looked for, probably just being
another inlet to Xitu.

Chunder pot
In 1981 David Rose climbed up above Chunder Pot in the hading rift, during derigging of the cave.
He recalls reaching the roof of the rift, and finding a flat floor which seemed to be the original
phreatic tube. There was then a vertical slot which he was not able to free-climb down. This slot
had an ongoing passage leading away from the direction of the hading rift. In 2011, the area was
investigated again but the lead was not found.
This year some investigation was done during the initial rigging trips and nothing was found. Later in
the expedition Vicky Lim and Richard Cole climbed up from the site of Camp 2 – above ‘Climb pitch
down into canyon’ i.e. the pitch before Chunder Pot itself. They climbed up the hading rift for about
2 hours encountering several places where there were boulders or a floor blocking the way but a
route around. A flat floor in the rift made of calcite was found and after a small squeeze this could
be followed to the right (in the downstream direction relative to the cave stream). At this level there
was some apparently artificial breakage of stalactites – snapped off horizontally – with regrowth of
straws around 5cm in length below. This was reckoned as reasonable growth for a straw in 32 years.
There was also a small dump of carbide. It was decided that David Rose had probably been here in
1981.
There were some significant formations made of flowstone, around 1m high, which were climbed
over to continue. With a climb down of around 1.5m on the far side, it was suggested that this could
have been where Mr Rose turned around in 1981 - with his carbide light, it may have looked like a
larger pitch. There was a climb up a cascading slope of flowstone which had fractures in it. These
fractures were enlarged by Richard’s 85kg presence. This was followed up to a point where the rift
narrowed to around the size of Vicky while still heading upwards at the angle of the hading rift.
Standing on Richard’s shoulders then attempting to wedge higher, Vicky reckoned that it could have
carried on, but it may just become too tight. They climbed straight back down and emerged at the
far end of the Ferdie’s Dismay traverse.
The area warrants further exploration and surveying, which were unfortunately not accomplished
this year as there were other more promising leads to follow. The explored area was without any
active water flow and did not leave the plane of the hading rift.
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Up All Night to Get Lucky
(From point of view of Éabha)
This Lead was the most significant find during the 2013 expedition. It is located above the terminal
sump and 2 young Irish members (myself included) who had never been below the kilometre
before were ‘lucky’ enough to be on the trip of discovery. Coincidently the two on the subsequent
surveying trip were both Irish also, so this was a great contribution to the expedition in terms of Irish
involvement.
Paul Mackrill arrived late into the expedition, not until the beginning of week 4. He was a wealth
of knowledge and experience and I knew I could learn a lot from him. He had been to the Picos
in previous years and had made the Culiembro-Xitu diving traverse the year previous. A few of us
were down from the hill to do some food shopping for the expedition on the day that Paul arrived.
So we met him in a little café and there we learned of this lead with excellent prospects just above
the sump. Paul had discovered this high level phreatic tube above the terminal sump which was
not mentioned by any previous explorers. This had the exciting prospect of offering a bypass to the
sump at a higher level. I was really excited by the prospects of this and I asked if I could go along to
check this lead out with him, Ian was also really keen to go. So it was decided that we three would
have a look. Paul was a little apprehensive because of his accident the previous year and he was not
planning on doing a trip to the bottom this year. He was initially going to come to camp with us.
We entered the cave in the afternoon so by the evening we arrived at camp we decided we would
get an early night and tackle the lead first thing in the morning, giving us maximum exploration time.
Jack who had already been underground decided to join us. Jack another Irishman from Kilkenny,
had never been below the kilometre either or even close to it. I had shown him how to correctly
thread his stop the previous summer in Largy. However, he was a natural and I knew from his
progress on the duration of the week long expedition in Largy that he was a quick learner and would
make a great caver. I was proved right by his progress during the expedition.
The next morning we decided to pack light for some reason, just a hand bolting kit (no drill) and
about 20m of static rope, a few bits of tat and some spits, bolts and a few slings. Of course we
packed a stove and some food for the day along with first aid kit and storm shelter. We made a
speedy descent. Ian, Jack and I had been as far as Chunder pot on rigging and exploration trips and
of course Paul had been to the bottom so route finding wasn’t an issue. The way on was straight
forward enough until we got to about -900m and after that it was necessary to do a little bit of route
finding. The heading rifts made it a little confusing.
The area of the cave between the Magic Numbers and the Death Series is a little confusing, there
are hand lines and ropes which may not be necessary and in places where you would expect a hand
line there isn’t one to be found. As we got to the magic numbers there was a lot more water in
the cave, so keeping dry on pitches was difficult. I was really excited to be going below a kilometre
and bottoming the cave even if we didn’t find anything. Of course the prospect of exploration and
finding a connection to 2/7 would be amazing. All of this made it one of the most exciting trips of the
expedition for me.
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After about 5-6 hours of descent we reached the terminal sump. The stove was put on for some
noodles so we could refuel and take a little break. The sump was beautifully clear, and just above it,
as Paul said, were what appeared to be two phreatic tubes. We were all eager to get up there. The
popcorn on the limestone walls made placing a bolt look a little difficult. Paul and Jack were tending
to the stove. Ian on seeing the rift before the sump offering an easier route up tried this, hoping to
traverse around to the phreatic tube. I stood there looking at the sump and the ‘climb’ up to it. It
was a vertical climb of about 3 metres then a clean washed flow stone slope of a few metres. The
area right above the sump looked rather steep - if you fell you would fall right into the sump.
Feeling bold and full of adrenaline I edged out across the sump a little so I was just below the climb,
then climbed up a little then back down twice (to make sure it would not be too difficult to get down
if needed). I eventually decided to go for it. At the top of the climb I was probably about 7m above
the sump and it looked a little scary from there but I felt amazingly exhilarated. Ian was coming
around the rift and a little surprised I had free climbed it, from where he was it didn’t look like he
could get around to me easily so he wrapped the rope he had around a natural and flung the end to
me so he could be guided across to me. Now both at the top of where this ‘phreatic’ was, we could
see that it was actually a high level parallel passage to the main stream way. It closed off at the top.
Another dodgy climb (already at the top of a drop), which was made worse by the slippery
flowstone, led me to a chamber with a large aven. Ian arrived behind me and we both saw that there
was two possible ways on at the top of this aven. We decided to go back to the others and for us
all to come back to the aven together and bolt climb up. We left ropes at the two climbs to make
it safer for all. It was decided best for Ian to do the bolt climb as he was most experienced with me
belaying. It was a very difficult climb of at least 10m. Ian was only equipped with static rope, a hand
bolting kit and a few slings. The first 3 belay points were naturals which wouldn’t have provided
much hope if he were to take a fall so he just had to keep up momentum until reaching the top
where he could place a bolt.
From the top he was able to belay Paul up behind him. When at the top Paul put in two hand bolts
to make a Y-hang and re-rigged the rope so that Jack and I could prusik up after them. At the top
of the aven there was a phreatic tube with a large pit going down on the right just above the sump.
The very interesting thing about this aven and the pit was the marks made by the eddy currents
in the limestone walls showed the original route of the water. This evidence indicated that under
hydraulic pressure the path of the water had been going upwards in the aven and down the pit.
All this indicated that this was the original route of the main streamway and in fact older than the
sump. Making it quite probably that this could lead us over the sumps and offer a bypass.
Heading back toward the cave on the phreatic tube there were two passages one lower and one
higher. I followed the lower passage while Paul and Jack followed the higher more spacious route.
I didn’t reach the end of the passage but it appeared to link back to the higher level at a few points
- the lower level being the tighter of the two. I returned back to the top of the aven where Ian was
trying to rig a rope over a drop and access the pit to see if there was any possible way on from there.
At this point we had been exploring for around 6 hours so it had been over 12 hours since we left
camp.
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My suit was ripped open at the bum and snagged in many parts. I was wet, cold and exhausted and
the adrenaline I had been running on was almost exhausted. The only rope we had left was some
6mm cord which was rigged from the top of the sandy slope into the pit. Luckily the pitch wasn’t too
deep and was sand. The 6mm cord was used more as an aid to get up and down rather than a secure
lifeline, still SRT kits were used. It felt weird threading a 6mm cord into my stop. I followed Ian down
into the pit where the prospects were grim. The entire pit was blocked by sand. This old route above
the sump was blocked. It may be possible to dig, but if undertaken, it would be a big operation for
another trip. A small hole blocked with flow stone was investigated by me and Ian but it soon closed
down too.
Paul and Jack arrived back not long after, they were full of excitement with reports that the fossil
passage continued on further and had beautiful but very unusual limestone ‘dust’ like a snowing
wonderland in parts. We were all tired and knew it would be a 6 hour trip back to camp so no one
was in the mood for surveying at this point. We made it back to camp 6 hours later, leaving the
surveying and further exploration for the next group.
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Section 6: Surface discoveries
29/5
Over the last few years there has been work done on 29/5 which lies to the North of the Trea path
to the east of a valley just below the col (Collau las Cruses) where the Trea path breaks off from the
path to Jultayu. I went on a trip to 29/5 to help open up a narrowing and used the opportunity to
assess the cave and have a general look around. I really hate descriptions of how to find things and I
prefer a map, so here’s a map.

The cave has a fine entry, this year there was a pile of snow following the long winter. Two passages
lead off to the East but choke or narrow. The way on is to the West through a hole which opens out
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onto a fine shaft which says “this is going somewhere”. The problem is that the god of caving saw
fit to paint the walls with beautiful calcite / mondmilche flowstone which goes all the way to the
bottom of the shaft, and, of course, due to the calcification, it blocks with a little pool floored with
mud.
A second, parallel shaft, cleaner, intercepts a tight vadose trench and it is this that the interest has
been poured. A good look suggests that the diggers are working the upstream branch, which has a
light draft. Having all the kit to hand I started the task of cracking off the wall on the left, then right
sides allowing Jack, myself and Jo to have a look. It looks like the rift narrows again around a right
hand bend. The draft kept the fumes of the chemical rock reshaper clear of the rift. There was no
sign of an echo from the hoped for shaft.
My assessment is that the dig is following what may well be an inlet. The light draft could well be
from the shake hole on the East side. To carry on work here would be a major undertaking with no
sure outcome. For me I would be inclined to concentrate elsewhere which leads to the next subject.

Jenga
Older members of OUCC have frequently mentioned a hole in the valley of the dry bones which
emits a howling draft but is rather on the loose side with a name that only helped to sell its unstable
side, Jenga. There were two reasons, I’d never bothered looking for it. One was that the valley of
the dry bones was explained as being close to Extremero and, thus for me, would drop into Xitu. The
descriptions of looseness left me with an image of a failed game of Jenga where all the bricks bar
the last block had been placed and it had given way leaving the bottom of the valley with a garbage
grinder ready to swallow up any adrenaline junky ready for a trip.
This fabled hole lies in the “valley of the dry bones” but nowhere was this valley mentioned on our
maps. However there was a GPS coordinate for it and after learning the mysteries of the OUCC GPS
and finally finding a way to enter the coordinates I set off on a true treasure hunt for this mythical
place.
To my delight the pointer kept me to the south side of the Trea path and led me directly to a superb
area of Karst with deep faults and deep erosion. I traversed deep clefts with the distance counter
decreasing until I finally climbed a steep edge and looked down into the now uncloaked valley of the
dry bones expecting to see rock borne mayhem.
The valley seemed “nice”. I scurried down and found a series of small holes with solid rock
surrounds. Surely this was too “nice”. Each of these holes contained an open freezer feeling exhaling
a cold draft out on my bare legs. The furthest hole to the East sported a hanger and bolts in the wall
and a narrow shaft leading off down. ‘Was Jenga actually a nice place?’ I thought.
To the West an excavated bedding invited me in and I bottomed it to be greeted by a steady cold
blast and, removing a few blocks, I could see it continued on down and down. I was starting to get
excited and had to leave the hole for a pee!
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Further up the valley another rock filled cleft breathed cold air on my legs and higher still was a
shaft, which was partially excavated. I proceeded to climbed down. It ended a small low meandre
which blew enticingly at me. There is definitely something down there. The climb out revealed the
jenga nature of the place. I pulled bits of the wall off and had to climb round the entrance block I’d
lowered myself in on as it was now also ready to come away. The nature of the place had finally
revealed itself but I felt these problems are containable and not a bar to further explanation.
Beyond to the East and North the whole area has the remnants of old vadose passages leading into
the ground. Although none of these draft they point to a lot of ancient drainage activity. I then took
a bearing on the valley which is situated on a fault and got a reading of 260 (or 80 if you look the
other way). I then followed this to the East finding a few more drafting holes and I kept going on the
same bearing until it drew me to the northern side of Huerto Rey, the huge pit next to the Trea Path
below which Choke Egbert is supposed to lay. The significance of the Jenga site went up another
notch!
The rock around Jenga is very black and finely fractured, almost marble type. Inside the holes the
walls come off in flakes. The draft is outwards (during summer) and would be inwards during winter.
Thus the caves would freeze in winter and there will be gelifraction (ice shattered) of the rock hence
the flaking nature. The draft is dispersed through many small holes suggesting the main passage is
somewhat deeper down and bleeding air to the surface through a weakness created by immature
sinks above it rather than just one huge collapse as I’d first feared. The Shaft Bashing guide actually
talks of removing mother rock as a way of progressing but the shattered nature of the walls does not
offer this possibility. Apparently Jenga is derived from the Swahili word meaning “to build” which
puts a more positive outlook on working in the place. You just need a constructive attitude and you’ll
be fine!
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Section 7: Personal reports
James Armstrong - My experiences and the photography trips
Ario was my first expedition after having been involved in caving at university. When I heard about
it I was keen to get involved from the start. I had been going on short caving trips in Ireland and GB
for about 5 years and wanted a bigger challenge. Ario seemed the perfect first expedition as it was
relatively easy and cheap to get there and I could fit it around work. I trained for 8 weeks before the
expedition and felt that I was physically in good shape. However I was still unsure how much I might
struggle mentally with being underground for days at a time feeling cold, wet and tired, so it would
be a new challenge.
My first few days were spent basking in the constant sunshine at the Refugio, helping with the
dreaded “carries”, and testing out my new gear on the entrance pitches of Xitu. By the end of the
week the tempo of the whole expedition was increasing, and I participated in a few bigger trips
moving gear down towards camp.
On my second week in the Picos I volunteered to join Jeff Wade on some photography trips into Xitu.
Jeff had assembled an impressive array of photographic equipment including numerous flashguns.
The aim was to document the features of the cave and attempt to capture the scale of its chambers
and passageways. We had a number of walkie-talkies to aid communication between photographer
and subjects on the larger shots. I was fairly new to cave photography having previously only
attempted a few foggy snaps with a waterproof camera, so the trip was to provide good experience.
The first day the two of us and Ian Holmes journeyed as far as the Teresa series, with the aim of
finding a chamber known as Snowcastle. On the way we took several shots of cavers advertising
Tunnock’s bars and flapjacks, to send to our sponsors. Using the description we had, we were unable
to locate Snowcastle which was not where we expected it to be. So we extended our search and
climbed into numerous avens. One such climb over some flowstones had been partially bolted as
far as the bottom of an exposed ledge. Myself and Jeff cautiously clambered up and followed a
strong draft into a crawl leading off from the ledge. I led through the crawl as the passage dipped
down. I found that as I crawled on, the entire walls and ceiling became covered with small crystals.
They were very sharp and painful to crawl on. There was no evidence of anyone having been into
this passage before. It led into a small chamber with very interesting formations. Almost all of the
chamber was covered with pretties, with stalactites encrusted with large cubic crystals. Jeff took
several photos of the chamber with me as a subject, where some of the more interesting formations
can be seen. We exited the cave that evening, having spent around 8 hours underground
The day afterwards myself and Jeff recruited Sandy Wright, Emma Wilson and Tom Clayton for a
longer trip with the aim this time being to reach camp and photograph some of the larger pitches
and chambers. This was a chance for me to apply the fundamentals of cave photography. Generally,
to set up a photo on a pitch, two or three of the subjects would descend to different points on the
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shaft. Jeff would decide to shoot either from the top of the pitch or the bottom depending on which
scenario gave better perspective and how easy it was to set up the tripod!
We would each have a flashgun and a walkie-talkie clipped into our harness. As we neared our
position, a voice would come from the walkie: "Jeff to James, stop there" or "up one metre"
or "next rope, down ten metres". It was also important to strike the right pose! This often meant
exaggerating your posture, i.e. having your legs so far apart it was almost the splits or turning to
face the camera. This was to help the subjects to stand out and ensure shadows fell in a certain way
so as to silhouette the subject on the wall. It felt unnatural at times but in the photo it worked to
good effect. When we had the positions right, there was then the issue of the flashguns. The aim
was to hide the gun so it can't be seen in the photo and to try to light up as much of the cave as
possible. "Jeff to James, point your flashgun a few centimetres to the left" and so on.
Often a single shot could take up to an hour of dangling on a rope maybe 50 metres above the floor,
adjusting position, posture and the flashgun in tiny increments, with many dozens of photos to get
the perfect shot. The Walkie talkies proved very useful as the noise of the water and echoes makes
it very difficult to communicate effectively in a cave on the scale of Xitu. The first big photo we set
up was at The Gap, a small hole in the floor opening out to a 40 metre pitch into a large chamber.
Emma and Tom were models as I crouched out of sight with a flashgun. This shot was to test the use
of the equipment, in particular the flash guns. Jeff set up his tripod from below a further 5m pitch. It
wasn’t quite the shot he wanted as there was too much shadow, but spectacular nonetheless.
After a few hours of photo-caving we arrived at the top of Flat Iron, the 150-odd metre pitch that
lay between us and camp. The name seemed fitting for the dull red formation-less walls stretching
down into blackness. Our photo here was to be the pièce de résistance if we pulled it off well. Jeff
set up his tripod at the top of the first pitch. Emma, Tom and myself spread out across the first three
pitches, so that we appeared to be in a vertical line from the top. It proved to be a major challenge
to illuminate the walls of Flat Iron with our flashguns due to the sheer width of the shaft. We spent
over an hour taking dozens of shots, trying to adjust the light to illuminate the walls as much as
possible. As I hung there I was glad I had spent my SUI grant to buy a very comfortable harness for
the expedition!
After we got our shot we descended to the bottom, which opened up into an enormous boulder
filled cathedral, Eton Palais. Our final photo of the day featured me in the foreground looking on
as Emma and Sandy descended the final 50 metres of Flat Iron. Despite some initial difficulty trying
to get flashguns to stand on the uneven ground, the lighting illuminated the chamber well. Seeing
the tiny figures in the background, dangling from a rope in the distance really puts the size of the
chamber in perspective.
We arrived at camp for the night where we met our comrades Steph Dwyer, Éabha Lankford and Ian
Holmes who had left the surface the day before on a rigging trip. It was great to be in the relative
warmth of the parachute after a long day of caving. We enjoyed some good craic over a supper of
pasta, couscous and hot chocolate, where I almost forgot that I was some 500m below the surface.
The following day we pushed on through Xitu on what seemed like endless pitches. At the back of
my mind was the thought of having to ascend back up them all again! Our shot on Samaritans 1 was
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a spur of the moment decision, but one which came out beautifully with only a few takes. It featured
myself and Sandy about 15 metres apart on the wall.
We reached Pythagoras, a shaft so called for the triangular shaped ridge of rock that one must
descend along. Jeff’s intention was to capture this feature. He set up at the top of the pitch while
I descended about 20 metres down with two flashguns. Sandy descended after me so that he was
directly above me, blocking me out of shot. I pointed one flashgun upwards along each face of the
triangle, illuminating Sandy from below along with a ring of mist around him, giving the photo an
almost ethereal feel.
The photo we took was used for much of the post expedition literature, and in my opinion was the
best photo of the expedition. We pressed on through Archimedes and turned around shortly after
another photo at the stream pitch. We spent another night at camp, where I slept surprisingly well
despite only having a couple of carry- mats between me and the uneven rocky ground. The next day
was the journey out, which I found to be a bit of a slog after a couple of days of caving. As I dragged
myself up the final pitch into daylight I was ecstatic to be out. After some celebrations that night it
was time for me to go back to Belfast the next day.

Orla’s personal report
After we arrived in Asturias airport and got the airport bus to Oviedo which is easier said than done,
as very few people speak English in that part of Spain or at least it seemed that way. We then had a
little lunch and off onto the next bus that left us off at Cangas de Onis. It was there that we ran into
a problem as the last bus going to Covadonga had already left. So we were stuck in Cangas de Onis
until some kind English-Spanish speaker rang a taxi for us. So we all hopped in two taxis (one for us
and one for our gear). The taxis brought us all the way up the high mountains to Las Lagos. The views
were amazing on the way up and we were only mildly worried about the sections of road that had
fallen off.
After sorting out a deal with the bar to hold onto half of our gear we started the climb up at about
7:30p.m. I was a bit worried about getting lost in the mountains but the track was easy enough to
follow. There are three different types of markers to keep you on track, the professional looking
yellow and white strips, the dash of yellow paint and Cairns. We made it up the mountain thanks
mainly to good banter and Vicky’s endless supply of sweets! We arrived at camp just before it got
dark. I was amazed to still see snow in the middle of summer and cows everywhere. They looked
pretty intimidating and made sure to keep well clear of their horns.
The next day we arrived at the entrance to the cave and got changed and descended the first pitch
without a problem. Steve then went into the rift first then me, Shane and Fran. About 2 metres
from the last stemple I got stuck. You are supposed to go quite high and lie flat with your head and
shoulders down lower than the rest of your body. This sounded rather scary to me. I tried to do
this but I didn’t get my feet high enough and I didn’t have the upper body strength to drag myself
through without sufficient footholds. So I went back and tried to shimmy across but unfortunately I
slipped. And then I slipped some more until the only thing holding me up was my hipbones. Shane
dropped down below me and Fran and Steve pulled me up. This didn’t really work and I got pulled
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diagonally. I eventually got out by standing on Shanes head while Steve pulled my harness. We then
made our way slowly back to the entrance. The others decided to keep going while I made my way
out. I meet Rowan and Gaelan on the way out. There were two bras by the entrance of the cave one
of which (the pink frilly one of course) Rowan tried on! When I got out of the cave, I could barely see
5 metres because of extremely heavy clag. There has been thunder all day. Emi really hoped that
it would come closer and I just hoped that I would not be outside when it did. I was hopeful that I
would get through the rift the next day with Claire, depending on her ankle. Getting through tight
spaces is always a struggle for me so I am going to try very hard not to let the rift beat me!
I went back into Xitu on the Monday with Emi and Ross. We set off around 2:30/3 however after
changing Ross realised that he had left his stop back at camp. We waited until he got back and then
away we went. Emi went into the rift first, then me. I went in a bit but had a bit of a panic and went
back out. I took off my SRT kit and headed back in. Ross went in ahead of me. He talked me through
step by step. I think everybody has a different way of getting through the rift. I have heard of about
5 or 6 different ways through. The way I got through was as follows: I lay flattish and bent my knees
in order to wedge myself in the topmost part of the rift. I then moved little by little, inch by inch. It is
not the fastest nor do I think the most efficient but thanks to Ross I was through!
Next was the challenge of putting my SRT kit back on. I had to stand with one foot on a stemple and
lean on the wall behind me all the while trying desperately not to drop anything. I am still surprised
I didn’t! I only realised after that there had been about 10 other stemples and the one that I had
put so much faith in was one of the two that was left. The others blasted on ahead so I was left to
carefully descend the first three pitches in utter silence except for the odd clank of my SRT kit. Each
noise made me very paranoid that I had put on my kit wrong even after the numerous checks I had
done.
There were quite large deviations that challenged my very rusty SRT technique. However, it was only
when I got to the fourth pitch that I got into difficulty. With encouragement and helpful advice from
others I managed to overcome it. I decided that the best choice at this stage was to exit the cave as
that part of the cave was getting quite crowded as two groups were going down less than an hour
after each other and Brian was on the way up.
I waited for Brian to overtake me and then I followed him up. I went through the deviations with
much more ease as I could see many footholds that I missed on the way down. One of the Y-hangs
was a bit difficult. Because of its large size I struggled getting my chest jammer back on. After lots
of rearranging of my cows tails I was back in business. The rest of the way up was uneventful (thank
god). I had to wait on the stemple as Brian and Steve were looking for something in the rift. They
told me to go on ahead. After lots of wedging and shuffling with “everyday I’m shuffling” on repeat
in my head! We made it back to camp where we were treated with lovely hot chocolate and risotto.
What really amazed me about the cave was the strong draft going through it. I have never felt
anything like it in caves back home.
On the Wednesday we did another carry. Eric and I carried up food. Tiggy and Paul brought up the
rest of their gear and Brain and Emi brought up some of their personal gear and the PVC suits that
we were given free to try out! We had lunch at the Maria Rosa again. We had so much food, the
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waitress kept giving us funny looks. We kept asking the waitress for chips and she kept giving us
beer instead! Even though, I had my heaviest load I think I made my best time. At the start, I was a
good bit ahead and I started singing “Time Warp” when I met some tourists coming the other way.
Needless to say the waitress wasn’t the only one giving me weird looks that day!
On the following Saturday Claire, Eric, Fran and I went to top camp to take photos of potential camp
sites, caves and to get GPS coordinates in order to help people find their way up. It was a nice walk
up but very exposed in places. We were all wearing high factor sun cream but all got burned! At the
top we split up and stuck our heads into lots of holes. Although there were many that looked very
promising from afar all of them only went straight down for about 5-7 metres then stopped. There
were one or two flat grasslands that looked good for a potential future camp. However, there is a
serious lack of water supply there and we didn’t come across a single cave that hadn’t been explored
already or obviously didn’t go anywhere.
Steph left on the 23rd of July and Richard, Claire, Martin and I went down the mountain. I brought
down my caving gear and some rubbish from camp. It was a very cloudy, rainy day. It made the wellworn path very slippy and we had to take our time. Martin and I had a run in with a bull that was
blocking our way on a very narrow path. We made it past after a few tense moments and the only
damage was a bent walking stick and a damaged ego. We all survived the trip and after my sugar
levels were restored I made my way back up the hill by myself. My bag was fairly heavy with rope
that was to be left in the cave entrance.
It was a bit scary going up on my own in the clag, which was particularly bad at the bottom. It was a
fantastic feeling getting to the top of sod 4. I had pushed myself and felt good about it. I practically
skipped my way back to camp. I had a quick turnaround. Eric, Fran, Vicky, Ross, and I went back
down the mountain. I carried some more rubbish that we had found from past expeditions to put in
the big bins at the bottom. We had a nice dinner in the Maria Rosa. We had to wait in Ross’s car until
the guys had come back from doing the shopping. We then carried the shopping up to camp. Martin
and I had a very nice chat about past caving experience and what we got out of the expedition.
I had great fun at this expedition. I feel that I learned a lot about caving and expeditions as a whole.
I have made lots of contacts in the caving communities that I hope I will keep for most of my caving
career! However, I feel that there could have been better communication on the trip especially on
what needed to be done on a day by day basis, rather than racing at the end to get everything done.
In the middle of the expedition, I felt that the main goal of a lot of people going into the cave was to
get down as deep as possible rather than explore new routes.
I also felt that there could have been better people management. Experienced leaders could have
taught the new arrivals how to survey and what they needed to survey. I felt that even if I went
much deeper into the cave I would have been of little use as I didn’t know what sections had already
been investigated and how thoroughly they had been. This feeling was felt by quite a few cavers
including those that had been all the way down to the sump and found nothing to do. I think this
was a rewarding expedition and I can take away a lot of the experience to future expeditions!

Section 8: Finances
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Richard Cole took over as treasurer in the field after Shane left mid expedition, in order to keep
everything running smoothly. As this was the first year OUCC were not involved the financial
situation was difficult as there was a lot of equipment to buy and Steph had really tried to keep the
costs down so that as many students as possible could come along. In the end the expedition fee
was probably too low and we ended up charging more for food on a weekly basis to cover the costs
of transporting equipment in the van. Next year we will try having a slightly higher expedition fee
and lower weekly food costs, and also try to avoid collecting food money on the hill as it led to a
great deal of confusion. Overall the expedition's finances are running smoothly, roughly breaking
even with a slight surplus to be kept in Euros in an Irish account to go towards expenses next year.

Accounts summary
Expedition fee
Ghar Parau grant
SUI grant contribution
Equipment expenditure
Subtotal
Accommodation
Contribution to Refugio accommodation
Payment to Refugio for accommodation
Subtotal
Field
Food contribution
Food costs
Additional field costs (camp/other)
Transport costs (van fuel + insurance +
tolls)

Depreciation of van payment
Donkeys for Sherparing
Donation to Refugio for tents
Subtotal
Total after expedition
Placed into Irish (Euro) account

INCOME
£ 2,111.47
£ 400.00
£ 255.00
£ 2,766.47

EXPENDITURE

£ 2,130.00
£ 2,130.00

£ 636.47

£ 1,785.00
£ 1,785.00

£ 42.15

£ 1,827.15
£ 1,827.15

£ 2,551.65
£ 1,593.11
£ 209.60
£ 811.50

£ 2,551.65

£ 150.00
£ 174.42
£ 206.04
£ 3,144.66

-£ 593.01
£ 85.61

£ 85.61

Section 9: Conclusion
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As a group of young Irish cavers new to expedition caving, we learned many new caving skills and
how it is possible to push yourself when needed, facing new challenges both physically and mentally.
We achieved a lot of our aims including re-rigging Xitu to the bottom of the cave and setting up a
suitable camp capable of sleeping 12 people at any one time. This allowed people to camp for longer
periods, hence being beneficial to the efficiency of exploring at depths of below -600, and down to 1100m.
We also we part of discovering and surveying a number of new passageways including: The Crystal
Maze, Avelina’s Bit, Sli na Siofra, Up All Night to Get Lucky and Chunder Pot. We also were involved
in the furthering surveying and general knowledge of the cave. One way we helped to this was
to assist Jeff Wade in successfully photographing many sections of the cave, some of which are
featured in this report. We as a group gained a lot of experience in how to organise and be a part
of a large expedition in a foreign country. We believe we can successfully use these experiences to
further the knowledge and skills of the Irish caving community.
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